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30 YEARS OF

Travel made personal
Hot Destinations
Welcome to Real Holidays. Our aim is to
give you a glimpse of the kaleidoscopic
world, ripe for your explorations.
In 2019, Real Holidays turn 30. We’re
celebrating continuing to be real and
relevant. It’s true that the internet has
changed how we travel but we’re proud
to be grounded in real life, where picking
up the phone to us means a conversation
about you and your holiday. Where our
experience brings destinations to life and
our recommendations can be relied upon.
Our personal approach means we are
so much more than a travel agent –
we’ve evolved into experts, leading
the way with one-of-a-kind holidays.
This year, we’ve revamped our website,
creating a gateway to interesting ideas
and superb photography. Browse and
collect inspiration for your next trip.
But first, let us help you decide your journey
through 2019 – will you travel to mistswirled temples in India or to desert islands
off Panama? Whatever you decide, call us
to start planning your next adventure.

Matthew Fisher, Director

Call: +44 (0)20 7359 3938
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HOT DESTINATIONS

2019

Hot destinations

Where should you travel in 2019? Where to get the leap
on your friends? Ranging from emerging paradise islands
to temple-dotted wonders, these five destinations will all
have a big year according to our team of travel experts.
Read on for details of bossanova-playing beach shacks,
Camilla Läckberg locations and all-day ramen classes…
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HOT DESTINATIONS

SOMETHING OF A SECRET, HAMPI’S
AMAZING TEMPLE RUINS ARE NOW FAR
EASIER TO ACCESS – BUT GO NOW BEFORE
EVERYONE ELSE CATCHES ON.
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It adds up to a beautiful, magical
setting – the kind you’ll probably
dream about for weeks.
Each historical monument has a
fascinating story to tell, best described
by charismatic expert guides. Most
striking is Vittala Temple, which includes
a hall whose 56 pillars make musical
sounds when tapped. Then there’s the
oldest temple, Virupaksha, home to an
iconic rock chariot, and Monkey Temple,
clambering on which you’ll find plenty
of the eponymous, cheeky creatures.

Hampi has long been one of India’s most incredible places to visit, an archaeological
marvel and UNESCO World Heritage site offering wonderment on a par with the
Taj Mahal or Varanasi’s funeral pyres. But there were two fundamental hitches:
it was a huge pain to get to, and there were no good-quality hotels when you finally
did make it. Now, that’s all changed and Hampi is more viable than ever before.

T H E E A S E O F A R R I VA L
Previously, travellers determined – and you really had
to be determined – to visit Hampi either had to get a
long-distance coach or train, or drive 89 bouncy miles
from the nearest operational airport, at Hubli. Now,
however, commercial flights have resumed to Jindal
Vijaynagar Airport, just 15 miles and an easy drive or
cheap taxi-ride away.
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RUINS, BOULDERS
AND BANANA TREES
So what makes Hampi so amazing? Its size is what
first staggers, with some 550 impressive ruined 14th16th-century temples and palaces strewn across ten
miles of terrain. This is cultural fascination on a large
scale; an tourist site of lottery-winning proportions.
History explains the bounty: though now just a chilledout town, Hampi previously served as the last capital of
Vijayanagar, once one of India’s greatest Hindu kingdoms.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

The best way to get around is by
bicycle, in a tuk-tuk or on foot,
following trails through the various
puras (suburbs). Allow two or
three days for relaxed, sufficient
exploration time without rushing.

N O F I LT E R R E Q U I R E D
Professional or amateur photographers
will be especially seduced by
Hampi, so constantly bewitching
and luminous is the setting.

Most memorable are sunsets
from atop Matanga Hill, Hampi’s
highest point where the ancient
site is bathed in a pinkish hue.
In early mornings, soft light coats
those giant boulder piles – rocks
reckoned to boast some of Earth’s
oldest surfaces on the planet –
and the crowds are pleasingly thin.

W H E R E T O S TAY
Until recently, Hampi boasted little
more than budget, backpackerstyle hotels, and lacked anywhere
luxurious. The arrival of Evolve
Back Kamalapura Palace has
categorically scratched that itch.

HOT DESTINATIONS

Scattered about the
sepia‑coloured edifices are huge
boulders distinct to this part
of southern India, plus palm
groves, banana trees, dazzling
green paddy fields and the
snaking Tungabhadra River.
There are Hindu pilgrims,
too, who come to worship.

Set along the Tungabadra Canal,
close to the ruins, it’s an opulent
46-room affair of fine fabrics, grand
bathrooms and vast living areas.
Guided tours of Hampi are offered,
there’s Ayurvedic spa treatments, a
Zen-like infinity pool and a snoozy
reading room awaits to revive tired
limbs. There are two restaurants,
too, both Vijaynagara-inspired and
serving a high-quality blend of
continental and Indian cuisine.

Life in Hampi hasn’t
been this good
for centuries…

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Temples & history,
adventure, off the beaten track.
When to go:
November to March.
Combine with:
Hyderabad and a stay at the
suitably opulent Taj Falaknuma
Palace or Bangalore for an
extended Karnataka and
Northern Kerala trip.
Cost:
From £2,895 per person for a 7
night tailormade journey including
some private guiding and flights.
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Castaway African islands
known to few travellers, São
Tomé & Príncipe have recently
seen a trio of stylish, ethical
hotels complement its Treasure
Island-style shores and
jungle interior. Which means
now’s the time to get there.
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Stylish hotels are the last thing
one expects to find on a teeny,
lost kingdom like Príncipe, and yet
three await. All are there thanks to
investment by Mark Shuttleworth,
a computer-tech millionaire who
later became the second-ever space
tourist. After that he founded Here
Be Dragons, a venture capital firm
looking to invest philanthropically
and help the environment. Quickly,
Principe became his passion project.
First to open was Bombom, eyecatchingly located on Príncipe’s
northern tip where two perfect, palm
tree-lined beaches vie for attention
either side of a rocky headland.
Rather rustic, Bombom’s 19 cheerful
bungalows lie close to the sand, and
next to a hammock-lined pool bar.
Exercise? That’ll be your twice-daily
saunters along Bombom’s 250-metre
stilted wooden boardwalk, which
memorably connects to an adjacent
tidal island where breakfast and
tropical-themed dinners are served.

Príncipe is, in fact, the autonomous and smaller half of a
two-island African nation. But ask your friends to locate
São Tomé (the bigger brother) & Príncipe on the map,
and most will flounder. “Er… is it in the Caribbean?”
“Near Indonesia?” In fact, the isles sit beside the equator,
140 miles west of Gabon and the African mainland.
Originally uninhabited, it was a Portuguese colony – one
which, remarkably, once produced more cocoa than anywhere
else on Earth – for five centuries until 1975. Since then it has
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Newest, and most luxurious, is Sundy
Praia. Scattered along an impossiblyidyllic beach, its 15 giant tented villas
include three-bedroom affairs with
private pools. There’s also a main pool
and bar, and high-quality food from
chef Angelo, poached from Heston
Blumenthal’s Fat Duck. His organic
and local ingredients emphasise
its commitment to sustainability.

G E T I N V O LV E D
Available daily are a roster of
active, culture-focused or wildlifeobsessed adventures with
which to explore Príncipe.

On beach-hopping boat
trips you might explore
the perfect curves of
aptly-named Praia
Banana or see whales
breach the water.
Humpbacks reliably appear in July
and August. Elsewhere, turtles nest
and hatch on protected beaches from
November to April. Short guided
walks, including those in southern
Príncipe’s Eden-like biosphere reserve,
will yield sightings of indigenous
blue kingfishers, squawking parrots
and perhaps even small monkeys.
Alternatively, delve into various
projects, from Roça Sundy’s
new chocolate factory to a chic,
internationally-acclaimed jewellery
co-operative using recycled bottles.
More local flavour is available via
market tours and meals in Santo
Antonio, Príncipe’s bijou capital.
Whatever you do, it’ll be authentic,
unusual and a bit random – and
that’s the joy of Príncipe. It’ll only
stay a secret for so long, though…

THE LOWDOWN

S E R I O U S LY F A R - F L U N G
Chartering a motorboat along Príncipe’s western
coast, one can easily imagine being a castaway or
daring Victorian explorer. Ahead beckons an exotic
tropical island: behind transparent turquoise waters and
small coves of butter-coloured sand are misty, jungleswathed peaks. Peculiar bird whoops emanate, and
not a building is visible. What on earth is this place?

Next came Roça Sundy, located in
one of many grand cocoa-plantation
houses built by the Portuguese. Having
been sympathetically restored, the
beautiful building offers a sea-view
veranda where delicious food is served,
and huge, high-ceilinged chambers.
The surrounding Sundy plantation
has been lent new life, and guests are
encouraged to make friends with the
gleeful children and chat to villagers.

HOT DESTINATIONS

HERE BE DRAGONS

been one of Africa’s stablest and most democratic nations,
as well as one of the world’s smallest countries. Despite the
views from that boat, there are small towns and villages;
the internet has arrived, and so too have smartphones.

Yet the vibe, especially on snoozy Príncipe, is
still one of a forgotten, uncharted realm; of
somewhere borrowed from a Stevenson novel.
Getting here isn’t straightforward – a flight to Lisbon,
then another, eight-hour one to São Tomé which stops
in Ghana. An additional 30-minute flight connects to
Príncipe. Still, there’s no jetlag, what with the country
sharing our timezone, and that fiddly journey only
increases the sense of having fallen off the face of Earth.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

Best for:
Eco-friendly adventure, offbeat
escapism in style and budding
Robinson Crusoes…
When to go:
Year-round with May & October
considered the best months.
Combine with:
A few days in Lisbon. Its an ideal
stopover en-route.
Cost:
From £2,770 per person for a 10
night tailormade journey, including
flights & transfers.
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There are plenty of
reasons why Japan will
earn headlines this year,
led by British Airways
resuming direct flights
to Osaka, autumn’s
Rugby World Cup and
build up to the Tokyo
2020 Olympics. But we’ve
opted to shout about
four lesser-known lures.
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Japan

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Did you know that Japan
rivals New England for
autumn colours? You’ll also
find world‑class modern art,
ramen‑making lessons and
ryokan‑hopping walking routes.

1
AIM FOR AUTUMN

3

4

MODERN-ART
MECCA

KUMANO KODO
PILGRIMAGE ROUTES

A RANGE OF
RAMEN OPTIONS

The four seasons take place with rare clarity
and beauty in Japan, a fact that’s borne out by
its trees. While spring’s sakura cherry-blossom
blooms are most iconic and famous – and,
therefore, busiest and costliest – autumn’s
explosion of colour is equally breathtaking.

Ask a culture-hound to nominate the
world’s best countries for modern
art and the chances are that Japan
wouldn’t feature – despite the
ongoing global success of Yayoi
Kusama and Takashi Murakami.

Increasing popular for hikers seeking
walks with a twist, the Kumano Kodo
pilgrimage routes are UNESCO World
Heritage-protected – a distinction
matched only by Spain’s Camino de
Santiago trail.

As temperatures dip after scorching
summers, leaves morph into every possible
shade of orange, red, yellow, and brown,
shards of sunlight arrowing off them,
and the ground crackling underfoot.

However, Naoshima, an island in the
Seto Inland Sea, should undeniably
be in the spotlight for its world-class
museums. Boldly designed by the
Japanese ‘starchitect’ Tadao Ando,
galleries here include the bunkerlike Chichu Art Museum, home to
murals from Claude Monet’s Water
Lilies series and installations by
James Turrell – a typically daring
light show – and Walter De Maria.

They criss-cross the mountainous Kii
Hanto, the largest peninsula on Honshu,
Japan’s main island. Each sacred path
is used by pilgrims en route to three
grand Shinto shrines, beautifully build
and wholly serene. Speaking of which,
the routes take in narrow passes, silent
forests and trickling streams.

Mother Nature can obviously be capricious but,
as a rule, the autumn-foliage season begins in
mid-September on the northernmost island
of Hokkaido. Further south, closer to Tokyo
and Kyoto, the best viewing times typically
range from mid-October to early-December.
Particularly good spots? The gardens around
Kyoto’s idyllic Eikando and Tofukuji Temples offer
special tranquility. Tokyo’s own Rikugi Garden
is illuminated during November for magical
night-time viewing while boat tours on Lake
Kawaguchi, further west, offer the chance to
capture both autumn leaves and towering Mount
Fuji in one photograph. That’ll be a keeper.
Learn the lingo beforehand. Autumnal colours
are known as momiji (‘red leaf’), and the
pursuit of ‘hunting’ out the most striking leaves
is called koyo or momijigari. The activity is
typically accompanied by pots of tea and some
deep-fried, maple-shaped tempura cakes.
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For all that, Naoshima’s most
famous artwork is undoubtedly
a giant yellow portside pumpkin
sculpted by Yayoi Kusama.
This was the first of many such luminous
squashes later deposited by the
prolific artist, now almost 90 years old.
Kusama’s profile in the UK has soared
of late: biographical movie Kusama
– Infinity was released in autumn
while Islington’s Victoria Miro gallery
recently hosted a large retrospective.
Every three years, a dozen of Seto
islands hosts the Setouchi Triennale
(or Art Setouchi), a contemporaryart festival held every three years
since 2010. That means the next
edition comes in 2019, running
from April to November.

On each of them, you’ll walk between
ryokan – traditional inns built with
onsen hot-spring baths, tatami matting,
futon beds and borrowable kimonos
– while your luggage is forwarded on
ahead. Options abound: we can offer
easy, intermediate or advanced routes
ranging from two to five nights.

London’s ramen craze seemingly
knows no end. Well-established
chain Tonkotsu is about to open its
tenth branch, and Deliveroo recently
revealed that Soho’s Bone Daddies
was one of the ten most-popular
options for Westminster-based MPs.
If you love the ultra-healthy wheat
noodles and broth, you should also
like private, all-day cookery classes at
Osaka’s Ramen School. These intensive
courses see you learn to make a
pork broth and then machine-roll the
noodles, in-between a quick ramen
history lesson. You then, of course, eat
your creations. Half-day versions are
available too.
Tokyo’s ramen tours will take you
between thrilling neighbourhoods
where you can delight in slurping lots
of delicious ramen in cool secret spots
you’d never otherwise find.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for: A mix of
everything: culture
(old & new), delicious
food, buzzy cities
and mountain vistas
with bubbling hot
springs at every turn.
When to go: Avoid
the crowds and peak
prices of cherry blossom
season (March & April)
and plump for warmer

weather and fewer
crowds in May, or Mid
Oct-early December
for spectacular
autumn colours.
Combine with: To see
the best of Japan, we
recommend whizzing
between brightly-lit
cities, Tokyo, Kyoto
and Osaka via the
iconic bullet train.

Cost: From £2,550 per
person for a 10 night
tailormade journey,
including flights,
accommodation, rail
pass & some guided
private touring.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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There’s so much more to
Portugal than Lisbon, Porto
and the classic Algarve.
Stretching from beachlined coast through
rugged backcountry to the
Spanish border is the vast
Alentejo, a secret realm
where tourists are few and
authentic charms are many.

The
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In 2019, however, we
reckon a rather lessheralded corner of
Portugal will step into
the spotlight. Extending
the width of the country,

HOT DESTINATIONS

Portugal has been on
our travel tip-list for a
year or two now. As well
as being beautiful and
reliably warm, it constantly
ranks among Europe’s
most affordable holiday
destinations. New flight
routes pop up and there
always seems to be an
innovative hotel opening.

the vast Alentejo perfectly
sates the increasing
clamour for unspoilt,
immersive destinations
off the beaten track.
It also works perfectly for
a twin-centre trip. There’s
an extensive interior to
explore, including one of
those eye-catching new
hotels (more on that later),
where local produce washed
down with big-flavour wines
take centre stage. Then the
coast, which has miles of
sandy beaches, is worthy
of any brochure cover.

S TA R T I N L A N D
The north-eastern extreme of the
Alentejo – part of what’s known
informally as the Alto (Higher)
Alentejo – is characterised by
wild, rugged countryside.
Huge rocks and megalithic dolmen
litter the wide open land; brown
agricultural fields border great green
meadows. It’s a place to stride,
cycle, horse-ride or birdwatch,
be it up gentle hillsides or beside
(or on) the artificial Alqueva Lake,
which contains sandy beach islands
amid its numerous tentacles.

There’s also exceptional,
giddy stargazing on
offer, with the Dark
Sky Alqueva Reserve
doubling as the world’s
first designated Starlight
Tourism Destination.
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TO THE COAST
By appointment, guests can visit the
Observatory in Cumeada for guided
night-time viewing, or take a nocturnal
canoe-ride on the lake with an
astrological expert. Prepare to be quite
amazed at how much you can see.
From planets to plonk: lots of very
good – and predominantly red – wine
is made in the Alentejo, and we can
arrange vineyard tours and tastings.
There’s also a well-established pottery
scene, and no better place to buy
gorgeous pots, plates or mugs than
Reguengos de Monsaraz (known
locally just as Monsaraz), an ancient
hilltop village visible for miles around.
Looming above its whitewashed
limestone buildings and twisty stone
lanes is the Monsaraz Castle, with
dizzying views in every direction
from above its bullfighting ring.

Locals are very proud to be from the
Alentejo, and that has much to do
with its unassuming but delicious
cuisine. You’ll eat especially well at
São Lourenço do Barrocal, a familyrun hotel surrounded by self-catering
cottages and an eighth-generation
farm. As well as inventive food which
draws heavily on the estate, there
are characterful rooms balancing
luxury style with rustic comfort, plus a
cedarwood-scented spa and two pools,
one of them reserved for families.
Famed Portuguese architect Eduardo
Souto de Moura helped refurbish
and repurpose much of the land and
outbuildings, adding in lots of warm,
contemporary style and painstakingly
seeking out original terracotta tiles.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

Towards the coast, found an hour
south of Lisbon, the Alentejo’s
default landscape becomes cork
and pine forest, interspersed
with streams and tracks.
Fringing this fertile scene are loads
of golden-sand beaches – headlined
by the 13-mile Tróia peninsula
and its hub, lovely Comporta.
Though it now caters to the likes of
Madonna and Christian Louboutin,
this ex-farming village still offers a
welcoming, accessible vibe rather
than any pretentiousness or air of
exclusivity. It has been compared to
Ibiza, back when Ibiza was still Ibiza,
and not “Beefa”. The reason for such
comparisons is simple: there remains,
happily, something wonderfully
low-key and back-to-nature about
Comporta, from its wild, rangy dunes
to simple, single-storey houses
backed by green rice fields. Much
of the area is a protected reserve
where new-builds are banned.

Life comes easily here. Pines perfume
the air, fizzy surf crashes in from the
Atlantic, quiet lakes hide inland,
driftwood dots most beaches and chic
boutiques in the village sell elegant
shawls and hip, hand-loomed kaftans.

You’ll also find beach shacks
along wooden boardwalks,
their garlicky clams accompanied
by beanbags, blueberry
caipiroskas and beat‑up stereos
playing lazy bossanova.
Rather more luxurious, our favourite
base is the aptly-named Sublime
Comporta: a 17-hectare estate
featuring a main hotel and modernist,
glassy villas with private pools.
The food is as good as at Sao
Lourenco, and once more there’s a
spa, another pool and bikes to borrow.

Other ways to spend your days
include dolphin-spotting boat
trips – the best time is MarchNovember – yoga and surf schools
or horseback trots along the sand.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Road trips, wine and food lovers,
wild beaches, active families.
When to go:
June to September is ideal for
beach lovers. Spring and Autumn
are great for inland exploration.
Combine with:
Porto & Northern Portugal for
a more extensive road trip or
head south to Tavira for a taste of
authentic Algarve.
Cost:
From £1,430 per person for a 7
night fly-drive including 4 nights
at Sao Lourenco do Barrocal and
3 nights at Sublime Comporta,
car hire and flights.
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Wellbeing travel is a growing
trend, and no country does that
healthy, stress-busting lifestyle
thing better than Sweden, a
country which is also cheaper
than it has been for years.
In summers here, lives are
lived outdoors and close to
nature: by lakes, on towpaths,
in canoes. That’s particularly
true of our favourite corner,
foodie West Sweden…
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Sweden’s southwestern coast
is dominated by the Bohuslän
Archipelago, a 175-mile, 8,000-island
fiesta of relentless natural beauty.
In the Bohuslän it’s a cinch to go
island-hopping or road-tripping
on multi-day trips. Or you could
undertake a gruesome pilgrimage:
the little town of Fjällbacka is where
hometowner Camilla Läckberg
sets her crime novels, and we can
arrange tours of grisly murder sites.

Among the standouts are Lake
Hornborga, where over 2,500
migratory cranes perform a ritual
mating dance every spring, and vast
Lake Vänern, flanked by baroque Läckö
Castle. The gardens here are uniquely
re-designed each year.

FROM SEAFOOD TO
CINNAMON BUNS

From red herrings to oysters: a
little further north is Grebbestad,
producer of some 90% of Sweden’s
oysters and home to many a seafood
platter-serving restaurant. True
seafood connoisseurs can join local
fishermen on shellfish safaris, helping
to collect, cook and eat crayfish,
lobster and crab on a lonely islet.

More needs to be said about West
Sweden’s gastronomy. For starters
– pun entirely intended – there’s
actually a seafood ‘Big 5’, similar to
the safari version but this time purely
for eating. Joining those oysters
and mussels are shrimp, crayfish and
lobsters. All can be found ethicallysourced in West Swedish restaurants,
fresh off the boat and quirkily
prepared with staple local ingredients
like lingonberries, chives or dill.

Inland you’ll find Sweden’s archetypal
freshwater lakes, forest-flanked
and silently, solemnly beautiful.

Not that all epicurean pleasures
here are salty. Gamey West Swedish
classics include elk meat, served

with chanterelles from the forests,
or venison cooked alongside
asparagus, rutabaga (or ‘swede’)
and ramsons (wild garlic). Then there
are the farm-crafted cheeses and a
booming micro-brewery beer scene.

No single Swedish culinary item
is surely more famous than the
yummy cinnamon bun, however.
It’s a key part of the local fika –
coffee and cake tradition – and
that tradition has its capital in West
Sweden. Step forward Alingsås, a
small bakers’ town with over 30 cafes.
Bonus points if you try them all.

GO TO GOTHENBURG

LACE YOUR BOOTS

LODGE WITH LOCALS

Guided foodie walks are also possible
in Gothenburg, West Sweden’s chief
gateway and served by direct London
flights, which include visits to the fish
market and dining in little-known,
local-loved bistros; just one way to
dive into this happy seaside town.

North of Gothenburg is Dalsland, West
Sweden’s Lake District. Some 11% of
the province is reckoned to be water.

West Sweden offers an ample array of
excellent hotels, from slickly-designed
boutiques such as the Avalon in
Gothenburg and its rooftop pool to
cosy country retreats like Upperud
9:9 or homely bed-and-breakfasts.

Short breaks or trip sections here
can also encompass strolls around
Gothenburg Botanical Garden, one of
the world’s largest, or a walk about the
old town of Haga, where cobblestones
and timber houses lend austere
character. Shoppers will delight at Scandi
design stores and vintage boutiques
aplenty, while more active types may
like a kayaking tour which takes you
through the old moat, under bridges
and along 17th-century canals to the
harbour. Alternatively, pack your trunks
and make for a nearby sandy beach.

Making use of the remaining
89% is Dalsland’s Pilgrim Trail,
a lovely, lonely path through
genuine waterside wilderness.

Stay at cherry-coloured Upperud
9:9, a silo turned low-key hotel
filled with live music, good food
and a welcoming atmosphere.
More well-marked trails await around
the Bohuslän’s nature reserves, not
least on the happily car-free Koster
Islands, known for their shingle fields
and lighthouses. Or there’s Marstrand, a
harbour town characterised by colourful
houses and many a sailing club.

HOT DESTINATIONS

W AT E R Y W O N D E R L A N D

A more unusual option, though, is
offered by the new ‘Meet the Locals’
scheme, in which curious travellers
can share the houses of West Swedish
residents for an unusual night. Rather a
hotel? Shorter experiences – learning
to bake cinnamon rolls, or partaking
in the tradition of eating homemade
tacos on Friday night – offer another
way to get an authentic dose of
daily, healthy West Swedish life.

Within easy day-trip distance are
enchanting seascapes and quaint fishing
villages. Look out for the Salt & Sill
hotel’s sauna boat. We can also arrange
cycling excursions through woods and
along lakes – they’re a doddle.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Scandi-Noir, digital disconnect,
the great outdoors and succulent
seafood.
When to go:
May to September but shellfish
are at their tastiest in Spring
and Autumn.
Combine with:
Copenhagen for the ultimate
foodie trip, or continue into
Norway for a more extensive
Scandi adventure.
Cost:
From £1,195 per person for a 7
night fly-drive including car hire
and flights.
24
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2019

Hot trends

Travel’s not just about the ‘where’ – how and why
we holiday are equally important. As the following
five trends illustrate, in 2019 we’ll be targeting richer
experiences – seeking out true escapism, broadening
our teens’ horizons and consciously matching up trips
to our lifestyle needs.
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Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Into the

Wilderness
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2019? It’s all about
escaping the crowds.
With roads getting busier,
smartphones getting
cleverer, queues getting
longer and life generally
getting more chaotic,
there’s an increasing,
urgent need for us to
disconnect – to get away
from it all and recharge.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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M O U N TA I N L O D G E I N PATA G O N I A
The views from bedrooms at Tierra Patagonia are
sensational: wild, windy grassland stretching to palegreen Lake Sarmiento and then, behind that, spiked
snowy peaks under an immense, sun-splattered sky.
Located deep in untamed Chilean Patagonia, this
‘adventure-spa’ lodge impresses in another, equally
soulful way. It has been built to blend in with its
environment; hence the unusual long, low exterior,
which apes other local buildings’ weather-beaten
aesthetic, and all the stone and lenga wood.

S TA R G A Z I N G I N T H E J O R D A N I A N D E S E R T
Wadi Rum’s apparently-endless horizons and vast
skies remind us just how small we are. Due to appear
on cinema screens in May courtesy of Guy Ritchie‘s
live-action Aladdin, starring Will Smith, this littlepopulated, moon-like desertscape is found in Jordan
close to the remarkable rock-carved city of Petra.
We offer stays at Discover Bedu, a small camp whose
six comfortable tents are styled like those of nomadic
Bedouin tribes. As well as relishing space, solitude and
sand dunes, blissed-out guests can hike and camelride around surrounding canyons and mountains.

Set in seclusion, the tented suites are tastefully decorated
and positioned to face sunset, with a purplish blaze behind
copper-coloured bluffs. After it disappears, dine outside,
gobbling down authentic, local-style meals and stargazing
in awe as a huge blanket of galaxies rapidly reveals itself.

When to go: Spring or Autumn
Cost: Tailored journeys start from £1,750 per
person including a night at this exclusive camp.

J U N G L E S A FA R I S I N C A M B O D I A

Recently opened, Shinta Mani Wild is a collection of
15 luxurious tents. It’s a vitally important camp by dint
of being located in – and thus discouraging poachers
and illegal loggers from – an unprotected wildlife
corridor connecting three remote national parks.
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Then relax: days spent sucking in the silent mountain
air can segue into lazy late afternoons amid an outdoor
hot-tub or indoor, glass-walled pool and spa. Tierra’s
restaurant, meanwhile, specialises in hearty stews and
slow-cooked soups using produce from nearby estancias.

When to go: November to March
Cost: From £5,925 per person for a 14 night tailormade
journey including 3 nights at Tierra Patagonia.

D E S E R T I S L A N D E S C A P E I N PA N A M A
Untouched paradise islands are a rare commodity
these days. That’s why we want to let you
into our secret: a secluded beauty hiding off
Panama’s western, Pacific shore, close to the
border (and combinable) with Costa Rica.
Connected to neighbouring Isla Boca Brava by a tombolo
sandspit, Isla Palenque is one of few luxury private isles
in this small Central American land. Despite being 400
acres in size, the escapist isle contains just eight new
stylish casitas (cabins), each of them just 50 feet from
a sandy playa. Their glass-and-wood frontage gives
onto hammock-strewn gardens and an outdoor shower
where armpit-scrubbing can accompany birdwatching.

Most visitors to Cambodia beeline straight towards
Angkor, and understandably so: the massive swathe of
vine-covered temple complexes is one of the world’s
greatest spectacles, and non-negotiable for tourists.
(Our guided ‘crowd-avoiding’ itineraries are the savviest
bet.) But what few of these travellers know is that there’s
much more to Cambodia than Angkor and capital Phnom
Penh – including, increasing, superb animal experiences.

Covered in rainforest and waterfalls, this mountainous
hinterland allows wild elephants, gibbons, Asiatic wild dogs,
leopards and numerous other species to move freely. Hole
up here for a back-to-nature stay and you’ll spend your days
exploring rivers on expedition boats, checking camera traps
or tracking wildlife with rangers and conservation experts.

Activities? And then some. Tierra Patagonia offers
excursions around the cascades and glaciers of Torres
del Paine National Park on foot and by horse, bike,
boat or kayak. Look out for stalking pumas as you go,
and, in all likelihood, thrill at four seasons in one day
– Patagonia’s weather being famously changeable.

When to go: November to April

With seven beaches on the island, you’re virtually
guaranteed a private shore. Also available are islandhopping, like a true Robinson Crusoe, or dolphin and
whale-spotting (October is best for humpbacks) boat trips,
and fishing. Kayaks and paddleboards may be borrowed
should you fancy going off in search of howler monkeys.
You’re far likelier to see them than another human being.

When to go: November to April
Cost: From £3,210 per person for a 10 night tailormade
journey including 7 nights at Isla Palenque.

Cost: From £4,460 per person for a 10 night tailormade
journey including 3 nights at Shinta Mani Wild.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Family holidays are about bonding and
spending time together – but they can broaden
horizons too. Travel experiences offer the
chance to pick up new skills, appreciate other
cultures and taste exotic foods. Although
holidays mean no school, learning continues
in the classroom of the big wide world.
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Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Learn to surf & skate in Portugal
BEST FOR: BOARDERS

Lessons in both surfing and
skateboarding – neither likely
to be available at your local
school – are taught at Noah Surf
House, a relaxed new option
we’ve unearthed in Portugal.

Wildlife conservation
in South Africa

History and
hijinks in Sicily

BEST FOR: THE POST A-LEVELLER

BEST FOR: WOULD-BE
CLASSICS STUDENTS

Is your teen a nature-lover?
If so, six-day Wilderness
Trails Skills courses might
be just the ticket. Available
to anyone aged over 18
in a concession beside
Kruger National Park,
they promise meaningful
wildlife encounters and
an authentic connection
with the land – something
you’re unlikely to find
on Oxford Street.
The courses involve
tracking and stalking
game, picking up key
conservation practices
and learning enough bush
lore and survival skills
to impress Bear Grylls.
Participants navigate
without maps, undertake
night watches, start ecofriendly fires and source
potential campsites where
everyone sleeps wild under
the stars. Leading them
will be some of Africa’s
most experienced trainers
and grizzled guides.
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Parents have two options:
enrol your school-leaving
child on the course as
part of a gap year, or
accompany them to
South Africa and stay in
a nearby safari lodge –
beautiful Pafuri Camp is
our pick. There you can
be undertaking walking
safaris or game drives in
search of the Big Five.
THE LOWDOWN
When to go: The summer
holidays – contact us
for specific dates.
Cost: A 7 day training
course starts from £2,135
per person full board,
including flights & transfers.

Let’s face it: your kids
are likely to have to
study a little classics
at some stage in their
school career, so why not
combine a bit of culture
with a villa holiday?
Southern Sicily’s the place
to do it. Days here can
follow a simple pattern: visit
mind-boggling historical
sites in the morning (only
– ensuring teens don’t get
bored) before afternoons
around the pool or on a
beach. The headline sights
are the colossal Valley of
the Temples and Syracuse’s
immaculately-preserved
Greek amphitheatre. And
the south-east is famed
for beautiful Baroque
towns, including chocolatemaking Modica.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

Open since last summer, the ecofriendly boutique is situated beachside
in the village of Santa Cruz, north
of Lisbon. A laid-back, surf-shack
vibe is ever-present, especially in a
beach bar and adjacent restaurant
serving local produce and lots of
freshly-hooked fish. Noah’s is also
mighty family-friendly: bunk

rooms are perfect for teens and
bungalows with all conceivable
mod cons will suit the grown-ups.

THE LOWDOWN

The site includes a skate park –
plus pool and wood wave – and a
surf school onsite. Ninety-minute
skateboarding or longboarding
sessions are taught at the former,
and four-hour mini-camps in the
latter, some of them for all the
family. Paddleboarding lessons
offer alternative distraction. At
night everyone gathers together,
kicks back, toasts the ocean and
shares their day’s highlights.

Cost: From £3,800 per family for
7 nights including 1 surf lesson and 1
skateboard lesson, flights and transfers.

When to go: Summer
holidays – July & August.

Staying in a nice villa
works especially well:
families can spread out,
enjoying the various
facilities, and you can
invite your child’s friends
along to make it extra
fun for them. L’Adagio,
a 3 bedroom villa close
to the Greek ruins at
Selinute and within day
trip distance to Agrigento,
is ideal. Ancient sites
aside you will also have
access to a local beach
club and we can arrange
bike hire so you can
enjoy the cycle tracks that
traverse the old railway
line between Menfi,
Poro Palo and Sciacca.
THE LOWDOWN
When to go: May halfterm is perfect. Ideal
for last minute GCSE or
A-Level cramming.
Cost: 7 nights from £2,826
for the villa based on 6
sharing. Excluding flights.
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Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

More and more of us are
travelling alone – but
out of choice, rather than
necessity. The most typical
reason is a proactive urge
for some much-needed ‘me
time’ and a rare chance to
call all the holiday shots.
Today’s single travellers
span contented partners,
career-breaking 30-yearolds and unleashed
retirees, all enjoying
some glorious freedom.
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According to recent reports, the number of people
taking solo trips has trebled since 2011 to one in six
of us. Explanations for this surge include the ease of
navigating the world and staying in touch courtesy
of technology – a chance to make new friends, and
increased options for solos from group trips to hotels
foregoing single supplements.

1
A P R I V AT E S R I L A N K A
ADVENTURE TOUR
We know Sri Lanka like the back of our hands – having
created bespoke tours to the country for over 15 years.
And we’re aware that solo trips require a particular
sort of planning. There may well be some must-do’s
on your list – perhaps this is the reason why you’re
on a solo mission. Maybe it’s the need for a week of
early morning yoga, or that once-in-a-lifetime chance
to catch a scared alms giving ceremony, that you just
know your partner or family won’t be interested in.
We’ll advise on the best itinerary for you which includes
places we think work especially well for single travellers.
There’s challenging hikes on scared monuments, where
getting to the top of Sigiriya rock or Adam’s Peak will
be a personal achievement. In lush-green ‘Hill Country’,
the tea estate hotels have a convivial atmosphere
where guests come together over afternoon tea. And
there’s Galle and its old Portuguese fort, with blissful
beaches in either direction and group-based bike
tours of the cinnamon fields and lakes inland.
Once your itinerary is settled, we can carefully pair you
up with a private chauffeur-guide, many of whom end up
becoming lifelong friends, to make the trip even more
enjoyable, easy and perfectly safe. An additional option
is to stay with a friendly family for a day and get involved
with daily tasks such as shopping at markets and preparing
Sri Lankan favourites such as dahl and pineapple curry.

When to go: Sri Lanka can be visited all year but January
– April are considered the best months.
Cost: From £5,990 for 10 nights, including flights,
all transfers with a chauffeur-guide and most activities.
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3

4

C U LT U R A L A N D
CULINARY TUSCANY

FIND EUPHORIA
THROUGH WELLNESS

TRACK THE
‘ M O U N TA I N G H O S T ’

Tuscany can be tricky for solo
travellers: its villas and hotels are
mostly set up for couples or families,
and single supplements can be brutal.
A solution is newly available through
Casali in Val di Chio, a wine and oilmaking estate in the region’s beautiful
east. Its owners, the Buccelletti family,
have devised new seven-night, fullyinclusive small-group tours showcasing
the real Tuscany. Taking up to eight
guests and guided by locals, the tours
have twin cultural and culinary focuses.
You’ll visit Montepulciano wineries for
tastings, take a Tuscan cookery course
and sample the Buccellettis’ favourite
trattorias, gelaterias and aperitivo bars
in vintage hilltowns like Pienza – famous
for pecorino – and Cortona, where
Under the Tuscan Sun was filmed.

Heard about metabolic medicine?
The study of how our health is
impacted by what we eat is the
spa world’s latest obsession, and
the main focus at Greece’s newest
destination spa. As Hippocrates put
it “Let food be thy medicine.”
Pinkish in colour, sleekly sharp-angled
and swaddled by Peloponnese pine
forest, the Euphoria Retreat offers
bespoke programmes devoted to
aims such as detoxing, de-stressing
and weight loss, each of them
blending Ancient Greek and Chinese
philosophies. Or you can also simply
book in for a soothing yoga retreat.

‘Once in a lifetime’ is an overused
phrase – but we think this wildlife
trip demands it. New for 2019, is an
intimate small group winter expedition
to Himalayan region of Ladakh in
search of the majestic snow leopard.
You’ll be accompanied by one of the
region’s most expert snow leopard
guides, boosting your chances of
seeing the ‘mountain ghost’ as these
elusive felines are known. You may
also spot - and photograph - other
exceptional wildlife such as ibex,
Tibetan antelope, blue sheep, shapo,
marmot and Tibetan hare.
Not that wildlife is the sole reason to
go. Known as ‘Little Tibet’, Ladakh and
its awe inspiring scenery feels like some
sort of last frontier. The 12 night itinerary
will also see you venture out on foot,
and by 4×4 vehicle, gaining an insight
into the region’s fascinating folklore,
customs and traditions. It also includes a
week spent living with a Ladakhi family:
a privileged opportunity to learn about
their culture and lifestyle.

When to go: April – October

Whatever your choice, that innovative
focus on nutrition also sees every guest’s
diet customised. With meals enjoyed
overlooking citrus groves or under
the mulberry trees on the terrace, we
assure you, your appetite will never
be healthier. Accompanying it all are
daily group meditation, Pilates and
hill-walking sessions. The Peloponnese
location, meanwhile, enables a cultural
contrast too – with the Byzantine
town of Mystras on your doorstep.

Cost: From £2,475 for a 7 night
guided tour, including all meals.
Excluding flights.

When to go: All year

When to go: December to April
(Limited Departures)

Cost: From £2,300 for 5 nights,
including a 50 minute treatment
each day, flights and transfers.

Cost: From £8,482 for 13 nights full
board, including flights to Delhi, all
transfers, permits and activities.

Casali’s beautifully renovated
farmhouse makes a lovely place to lay
your head. Single rooms are available,
and there are no single supplements.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Short breaks are
hardly new, but what
is changing is the
intensity with which
we’re taking them.

TV travel shows such as
‘Richard Ayoade’s Travel
Man: 48 Hours In’ and ‘Rick
Steins’s Long Weekends’, plus
the increasing number of lowcost flights are fuelling our
desire for mini-breaks.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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By the sea – Puerto Soller
BEST FOR:
E A R LY- S U M M E R B E A C H B R E A K E R S
G O F O R : F O U R D AY S

Just an hour from Mallorca’s airport, Puerto Soller is
both a cinch and an indulgence. It’s also our favourite
spot on the Balearic island thanks to a sandy beach,
plenty of fresh-fish restaurants and an ideal location
for forays to the Tramuntana Mountains. A tram
leads through orange groves to pretty Soller itself,
while scenic wooden trains chug to capital Palma.

Cost: From £730 per person for a
3 night stay, including flights and
private transfers.

We’ll base you at Esplendido, which is everything you
want a short-break hotel to be. The pedestrianisedstreet setting puts guests within walking distance
of, well, everything. Then there are the stylish
rooms, with terraces regally overlooking the bay,
two swimming pools to avoid overcrowding and a
high-quality bistro that swears by local ingredients.

“Charter a boat and a skipper to take you to Sa Foradada – a bucket
list-worthy cliffside restaurant serving freshly-cooked, wood-smoked
paella. The views and carafes of rosé are worth the trip alone.”

Tuscan hilltop haven
– Borgo Pignano
BEST FOR: ACTIVE FAMILIES
G O F O R : F I V E D AY S

Children are warmly welcomed at this converted hamlet,
found an hour’s drive from Pisa airport and its regular UK
flights. The accommodation options span cosy cottages and
maisonettes, all suitable for space-seeking families, while
expansive gardens and woodlands ensure plenty of space
for running around and burning off energy. Historic hill-towns
like Volterra and San Gimignano decorate the horizon.

Cost: From £3,800 per family for a
4 night stay including flights and
car hire.
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What makes Borgo Pignano stand out, however, are the
many activities on offer to keep kids entertained. The estate
has its own stables for a start, with lessons and guided treks
available. Mountain bikes can also be loaned out, and ditto
maps showing routes around the local sunflower fields and
vineyards. If the parents prefer to walk, budding junior chefs
can visit the kitchen and learn how to make pasta and bread.

An urban oasis – Lecce
BEST FOR:
A LT E R N AT I V E C I T Y- B R E A K E R S
G O F O R : F O U R D AY S

Newly year-round flights have transformed Puglia’s
prettiest town into prime long-weekend fodder.
Baroque in style and carved from honeyed sandstone,
Lecce bursts with piazzas and palazzos, and with cafes,
bars and restaurants. Visitors can also hire a car for
easy-peasy day trips to cliff-clinging town Polignano
a Mare and beachside Gallipoli, or let us arrange
cooking classes, coastal hikes and winery visits.
The centrally-located La Fiermontina hotel is a
destination in its own right. Cool, contemporary rooms
here are complemented by an impressive, eclectic
art collection. The large pool, surrounded by olive
trees, is a rarity within the old town, and a restaurant
jazzes up Puglia’s cucina povera (peasant cooking).

Cost: From £640 per person for a 3
night stay including flights and private
transfers.

Hiking in Zagori –
northwestern Greece
BEST FOR: CROWD-AVOIDERS
G O F O R : F I V E D AY S

While British Airways’
new flight to Preveza
– starting May 26 – is
chiefly intended for
Lefkada-bound tourists,
it also makes for an ideal
access point for mainland
Greece’s quiet northwest.
In particular, Zagorohoria
National Park, or ‘Zagori’,
where cobblestone
villages are scattered amid
undulating pine forest.
Here, hikes take in snowtopped needly slopes that
rise above scenic rivers
and the deep Vikos Gorge,
patrolled by eagles.
In addition to hiking
and escaping the
summer heat, visitors

can admire Meteora,
an archaeological site
famed for 700m rock
pillars and clifftop
monasteries explaining its
name – ‘Meteora’ means
‘suspended in the air’.
Stay at luxurious Aristi, a
soulful, spa-boosted miniresort, and you can also
learn how to make the filosheeted pies this area is
known for during cookery
lessons. The unusual soil
here allows for a great
variety of local product,
including cheeses and
wines, which you won’t
find elsewhere in Greece
– but which inspire Aristi’s
al-fresco restaurant.

Cost: From £1,150 per person for a 4 night
tailormade itinerary including flights, car hire
and some guided experiences.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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We’re putting our trend spotlight firmly
on the over 50s. This trailblazing group of
globetrotters are travelling further and more
often than any generation before them.
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Having thrown off the shackles of parenthood the over 50s are finding found new freedom in
holidaying on far-flung shores, and in grouping together with like-minded friends for fun
forays to new places where experience is top of the list.
Traditionally, groups have opted for
the classic villa holiday, almost always
in Europe. Not any more: now the over
50s have their sights set further afield.

Villas always work well for a group
– you have privacy, home comforts
in a beautiful location and flexibility
on what you can do, when.

The new thing is to book villas
in far off places and then
build adventurous itineraries
around them. It’s a brilliant
concept: a luxurious base to
call home, with easy access
to intrepid experiences.

Combining this with a week or two of
real adventure means really getting to
know a country: Laos and mysterious
Mekong, jeeps to volcanos in Java
or discovering Mayan Mexico.

Unlike Europe, villas in Asia, Indonesia
and Central America tend to be fully
staffed with chefs, daily housekeepers
and a concierge-style manager who will
cater to your every whim – suggesting
restaurants, arranging transportation
and activities. Most importantly, your
concierge will make sure the fridge is
fully stocked with your favourite wine.
We’ve recently arranged such villa trips
with adventure bolt-ons to destinations
as far flung as Mexico, Java and Laos.

“Travelling in a group means a chance for a
meaningful holiday with friends while visiting
destinations they’ve always dreamed of.”

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Northern Laos,
Central Thailand & Koh Samui
THIS THREE-WEEK TRIP TAKES IN LUANG
PRABANG AND REMOTE NORTHERN LAOS,
FOLLOWED BY A SLICE OF HISTORY AND
BUSY BANGKOK, FINISHING WITH A
WEEK IN A LUXURIOUS VILLA CLOSE TO
KOH SAMUI’S WHITE SAND BEACHES.

THE VILLA
Then to Koh Samui, Thailand, and
a week at Samujana Villas, which
offer luxury at a reasonable price.
Breathtakingly set on a hillside above
a coral-festooned cove and sleeping
up to 8, each villa promises an
infinity pool and five-star service.

THE LOWDOWN
When to go: November to April
Cost: A 21 day journey costs
from £3,985 per person based
on 6 travelling together. Including
flights, transfers and some activities.

Explore the inland waterfalls, night markets
and Buddha statues of Koh Samui.

INTO LAOS

TIME FOR THAILAND

First comes Mekong-hugging Luang Prabang and its
distinctly French flavour. Watch the orange ribbon of monks
weave through the temples and narrow streets at dawn
before a feast of sticky rice and fried river weed- fresh from
the Mekong! Then a stay in a far-flung mountain lodge by the
Nam Pak River, a place whose Lao-French fusion food is worth
the journey alone. But then so is the spectacular scenery, the
array of outdoor activities – including trekking and mountainbiking – and the chance to spend time in villages of local
ethnic groups such as the Hmong who produce distinctive,
colourful weaves.

In Kanchanaburi, visit part of the Thai-Burma Railway built
by labourers and Allied POWs during Japan’s occupation in
World War II. Two museums commemorate the numerous
casualties during construction. Then finish in Bangkok,
a capital with many sides. There are mustn’t-miss sights,
including the vast, shimmering gold Reclining Buddha
at Wat Po. Whizz around the network of canals and visit
famed Thai art collector and silk trader Jim Thompson’s
house. End your day by taking in the city lights and a
cocktail at one of Bangkok’s many rooftop bars.

“Holidaying with friends is always great fun! And
staying in wonderful villas with private chefs, guides
and drivers is all much more affordable as a group.”
HEATHER PENN
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Hanuman Bay’s sand and calm
waters are a five-minute walk away,
and tennis, yoga and Thai Boxing
can be arranged. Explore the
inland waterfalls, night markets and
Buddha statues of Koh Samui or
hire a stylishly-outfitted catamaran
to glide around the thickly-forested
islets of the Anthong marine park.

More inspiration? How about…
M E X I C O : C O M B I N E T H E Y U C ATA N
WITH A CARIBBEAN-COAST VILLA

INDONESIA: JOURNEY THROUGH
J AV A B E F O R E A B A L I N E S E B O LT H O L E

Lively Merida, the capital of the Yucatan, is a colonial city
bursting with markets, squares and galleries. Staying in
a private historic hacienda home and gobbling delicious
regional fare, you’ll be guided around Mayan archaeological
sites and cycle to remote villages via swims in beautiful
cenotes (sinkholes). Then decamp to Mexico’s Caribbean
coast, where villa options range from a thatched palapa cabin
and hammock to luxurious beachfront properties.

Central Java is perfect for a mix of culture and adventure.
You can discover temples and museums, then escape the
tourist trail on bike rides to rural villages and meetings
with traditional craftsmen. After a train ride to Jombang,
ride by jeep to the rim of Bromo volcano for sunrise and
a closer look at its colossal caldera. Follow up all this
exploring with a luxury villa in Bali – be it a beachside
escape, clifftop retreat, or scenic hillside hideaway in Ubud.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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2019

Hot trips

Need more new ideas and hot tips for this year’s holiday?
Go no further for our in-the-know recommendations for
2019. Read about our best-received new fly drives across
Spain, the hotels we’ve seen and loved, parts of Peru
we’re planning to visit and quirky Caribbean twin-centre.
We’re loving that the Big Sur is back on the map,
and we can tell you that a Botswana safari is more
affordable than you think. Read on…
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Historically, Botswana’s
gorgeous Okavango Delta
has been famous in safari
circles for two things:
incredible game-viewing
– arguably Africa’s
best – and incredibly
high costs compared to
rival countries. That is
changing, though, and
we’ve now worked out a
Real way to do the Delta:
affordable and authentic,
plus utterly memorable.
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Sable Alley

3 NIGHTS

Water-based adventures are promised at this third camp,
with a chance (if the weather allows) to explore those famous
Delta channels and spillways by boat and, slowly slowly,
traditional mokoro canoe. Game drives and – with advance
notice – walking safaris are also possible. The local area is
particularly renowned for excellent sightings of wild dog.
Found further south beside a peaceful lagoon and
floodplain, Sable Alley is also smarter in style than the
two prior camps, and thus offers a luxurious end to your
safari. Carefully elevated on raised decking to minimise
environmental impact, it’s a classic-style camp of ten twin
and two family tents. Guests have access to an openplan lounge and dining area, and a plunge pool.

A chorus of hoots and whistles will
pierce the darkness along with, most
likely, the hair-raising roar of a male
lion. It might even be right below you.
Our seven-day itinerary enables a lower-cost Okavango
safari without compromising on comfort or game-viewing.
H O W T O D O T H E D E LTA
By combining three distinct camps within Khwai Private
Reserve, we’ve eliminated the need for expensive
light-aircraft transfers. The featured lodges might
be more rustic than some in Botswana, but they still
promise feather duvets and exceptional guides.

Hyena Pan

3 NIGHTS

Dense mopane woodland dominates Khwai’s north and
it’s here that you’ll find Hyena Pan. Boasting a brightlycoloured African aesthetic instead of the muted shades of
beige at colonial-style camps, this eight-tent, eco-friendly
lodge overlooks a waterhole where animals regularly come
to drink, and boasts a pool. En-suite rooms have gaspowered showers and the wood-and-thatch main areas
span comfy lounges and a communal-table dining area.
Stays here can feature superb photographic opportunities
from a ground-level hide and exciting night drives to
seek out nocturnal species like porcupines and the titular
spotted hyenas. Animal calls sound from the shadows, and
a searching spotlight is expertly beamed by your ranger.
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Situated on a natural Okavango Delta elephant migration
route, Khwai Private Reserve is a 200,000-hectare
wildlife domain. As well as those tuskers, there are good
numbers of lion, leopard, cheetah and buffalo, plus
plains game such as sable, kudu and the rare roan.

Skybeds

1 NIGHT

Guests at this stand-out option sleep
five metres above the ground in a
treehouse. The three treehouses all
overlook another busy waterhole
where, if you keep quiet, wild
things should come to roam and
drink oblivious to your presence.
We understand if you ignore them
though; for up above, an incredible
celestial show will also be unfolding.
It’s a magical way to spend a night.

You’ll hardly be roughing it either:
each sturdy, split-level treehouse
includes a platform furnished with pull
out, mosquito-netted beds, a table
and chairs and a lightweight pull-out
canopy should you need. There’s
also an an enclosed shower. Before
bedtime, lantern-lit bush dinners are
cooked over an open fire and served
in front of a fourth, separate platform
which acts as a communal area.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Staggering wildlife and
extraordinary stargazing.
Think about:
The delta makes an excellent
combination with the desert, so
add in the Kalahari. Also, you
can also easily start or end off
with a visit to Victoria Falls.
When to go:
The end of dry season – normally
October – sees Delta waters
arrive via the picturesque
Khwai river, and that is a
magnet to thousands of thirsty
omnivores. Their movement
towards the drink in turn lures
the predators, making it much
easier to find and see animals.
Cost:
From £3,995 per person for 7
nights, full board including game
drives, transfers and flights.
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Welcome back

Big Sur

Big Sur is open
again, and back on
the road‑trip agenda
The world’s greatest road trip is
back. Following a landslide early
2017, parts of Highway 1’s ‘Big
Sur’ stretch closed for repairs. This
especially-scenic section has finally
reopened, putting California’s
coastal drive back in the spotlight.
So what makes it iconic? Though
Highway 1 stretches from Los Angeles
to San Francisco, and onwards, the
100-mile stretch between Monterey
and fantastical Hearst Castle is
what earns the road such fame.
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Called Big Sur, this section is
bewildering. The tarmac hugs
sheer cliffs and slaloms past wild
beaches. In one direction are
glittering seas swamped in light;
in the other, enough dramatic
mountain scenery to last you a year.

With every bluff, bridge,
switchback and sweeping bay,
the amazement grows even
more. Expect to gasp, gape and
drain your camera battery.
No wonder Big Sur has inspired
so many adverts and authors.
”Out yonder they may curse, revile,
and torture one another…” wrote
Henry Miller, “but here, no, here,
it is unthinkable, here there is
abiding peace, the peace of God.”

Famous sights litter the way.
The gracefully-arched Bixby Creek
Bridge was built in 1932 by prisoners
working to reduce their sentences,
while Nepenthe restaurant serves
its burgers on a verandah 800
feet above the ocean, positioned
for sunset. Sand Dollar Beach is a
perfect crescent, suiting romantic
picnics – don’t forget the ring! – and
Garrapata State Park boasts two
miles of strollable beachfront.
We advise slowing down, and taking
your time. How about breaking the
journey to hike the Pfeiffer Big Sur
State Park’s giant redwoods?

If you are keen to linger, you’ll need
a place to say. Should splurging be
called for, point your bonnet towards
the clifftop Post Ranch Inn, whose 39
rooms blend rustic elegance, privacy
and amazing ocean or mountain views.
Alternatively, go glamping
at Treebones Resort, where
comfy, Pacific-facing yurts
accompany a restaurant, spa,
heated pool and outdoor bar.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for: Road trips, instagrammable
moments, food and wine,
California dreamin’
Think About: Ultra mellow Santa
Cruz – from its yesteryear esplanade
to its wide beach and legendary surf
shops this is a cool spot to stop and its
oft left out of Californian road trips…
When to go: May to October.

A glass of wine or local beer there
after a day of hiking will taste sublime.
Just remember to toast Big Sur.

Cost: From £1,850 per person for a
10 day fly-drive including flights and
car hire.

Or walking to the McWay Falls,
which tumble down 80 feet of cliffs
into the Pacific? Remember to
look out for migrating gray whales,
often visible between March-April
and then December-January.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk
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Leopard Trails Wilpattu, Sri Lanka
By Sophie Garland
L O C AT I O N

SLEEPING

THINGS TO DO

About four hours north of capital
Colombo, and just a 15 minute drive
to the main gate of Wilpattu, Sri
Lanka’s largest national park – and
yet one of its lesser-visited. Wilpattu
was temporarily closed to the public
following the conclusion of Sri
Lanka’s civil war, and since reopening
has remained off the tourist trail,
despite it being widely regarded
as one of Sri Lanka’s best places for
seeing leopard and sloth bear.

Camping gone high-end! Even the
entry-level Classic Mobile Tents
have air-conditioning and private
bathrooms with outdoor showers.
Luxury Tents provide additional
space and indoor showers.

Twice-daily jeep safaris are the main
thing: you may also see elephant and
water buffalo amid the scrub jungle
and open grasslands. Consider also
delving into Wilpattu’s history – about
500 years before the birth of Christ,
it is believed that Prince Vijaya from
India came here, as attested by many
ruins. Seeing them requires a full day.

S T Y L E A N D FA C I L I T I E S
Leopard Trails is a colonial-style
safari lodge. Accommodation in the
Wilpattu area is typically very simple,
but Leopard Trails’ tents deliver a high
level of comfort. Its lounge area has
bucket seats, sofas and books to read.

FOOD AND DRINK
I’ve no idea how the chefs managed
it: they cook with minimal facilities,
and yet we had the best food of
our entire time in Sri Lanka here,
including curries to die for.

You can dine communally with
other guests and the naturalists,
or ultra-romantically at a
candlelit private table below
starry skies. Pre-dinner drinks
are served around a campfire.

“I don’t know how the chefs managed it, but
despite cooking in the great outdoors with
minimal facilities we had the best food here
of our entire stay in Sri Lanka”

we know

because we go...

RECOMMENDED FOR…
Adventurous types and anyone
keen on wildlife and nature. The
guides and naturalists are the true
heroes of Leopard Trails; they are
incredibly passionate, knowledgeable
and skilled at tracking.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Adventurous family holidays and
wildlife lovers.
Think about:
Combining with a stay on the white
sand beaches of the East coast.
When to go:
May to September is an ideal
time to visit Wilpattu.
Cost:
From £2,850 per person for
10 nights including flights,
all transfers with a chauffeur-guide
and most activities.

Real Holidays reviews two properties:
a jungly safari camp in lesser-visited Sri Lanka
and an activity-packed hotel in Portugal
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“The views across the sand dunes to the
unmanicured, wild and rugged Atlantic beach
had me reaching for my surf board…”

FeelViana, Portugal
By Sarah Mclennan
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L O C AT I O N

SLEEPING

THINGS TO DO

RECOMMENDED FOR…

FeelViana is found a 45-minute drive north
from both Porto’s airport and Vigo in Spain.
The town of Viana do Castelo, whose few
restaurants and shops offer a pleasingly local
feel, is two miles away by car or chugging ferry.

Ranging from garden-view doubles to ocean-facing
suites, all rooms have a balcony on which to relax
following your day’s kitesurfing lesson or bike
ride. Several can interconnect for families,
and some can fit additional beds.

S T Y L E A N D FA C I L I T I E S

FOOD AND DRINK

Life at FeelViana is all about the
activities, both land and water-based.
Sand cycles and road and mountain
bikes are all available for guests, as are
children’s bikes and trailers for younger
ones. Lots of trekking and walking trails
start close by, too; guides for both
hiking and biking can be arranged.

A modern hotel with some chambers in the
main building, and then bungalow-style rooms in
a segregated garden area. There are two swimming
pools – one outdoor, one indoor – plus a spa, while
the restaurant and bar afford views over sand dunes
towards the ocean, great for sundowners.

Both FeelViana’s bar and restaurant serve local-style
food. Its bar is more focused on tapas-style small
plates, whereas the restaurant provides a-la-carte
fine dining. Viana do Castelo’s proximity means
you aren’t constrained to eating at the hotel.

In the ocean guests can surf,
windsurf, kitesurf and paddleboard,
with lessons available. All guides
and equipment are handily based
at the hotel, as is a sports shop.

Anyone active! The hotel is
located in an area little-frequented
by British tourists so, with all the
distractions available on site, it’s
a great option if you’re looking
for something different in an
undiscovered Portuguese corner.
Or if you’re keen to learn something
new, or fine-tune existing skills.

Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Kite and windsurfers, family
activity holidays and wild coastal
landscapes.
Think about:
Including some time in Porto for
a classic city and beach combo.
When to go:
June to September.
Cost:
From £850 per person for 7 nights
including flights and car hire
/ transfers.
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Peru in 2019 is
about much more
than Machu Picchu
Peru has long enticed travellers, chiefly thanks to its
incredible Incan citadel of Machu Picchu: a mountaintop kingdom above the cloudforest, capable of
reducing the most stony-faced visitor to tears of joy.
Classic Peruvian circuits also included the reed islands
and indigenous communities of Lake Titicaca, and
Cusco, perhaps the fairest colonial city of them all.

Peru
Machu,
where?

But things are changing. While everyone still goes to
Machu Picchu – with many hiking the Inca Trail to get there
– Titicaca and Cusco, the rest of Peru is also garnering
some much-deserved attention, aided by the modern
traveller’s yen for seeking out lesser-visited locations.

Take Mancora, a typically-chilled surf town near
the Ecuadorian border. American and British
travellers have yet to cotton on to the breaks
and golden sands here, let alone its boutique
beach hotel-spa, Arennas de Máncora: all hot
tubs, palm trees and clean-lined architecture.
In either coastal direction white-sand beaches await
where one can dive, kitesurf and fish – with this stretch
of the Peruvian Pacific inspiring Ernest Hemingway’s
angling novella, The Old Man and the Sea.

We also recommend exploring wider Northern Peru.
Kuelap is a mighty walled settlement accessible
via new cable cars, while the cities of Chiclayo and
Trujillo host pyramids, clay-brick citadels and the
Lord of Sipan’s glittering, gold-festooned tomb.
Jungle eco-lodges in Peru’s dazzlingly diverse Amazon
reaches are also opening up thanks to new flights
between Cusco and the gateway city of Iquitos.

Spend days bird-watching on lagoons,
cruising to spot caiman, piranha fishing or
looking for pink Amazon river dolphins.
Down in the capital Lima, you’ll find some of Latin-America’s
best restaurants including innovative Central. The tasting
menu has 17 courses, which reflect the 17 altitudes of Peru
with corresponding dishes including clams, cactus and cacao.
All this, and we’ve not yet mentioned flyovers
atop the mysterious Nazca Lines or hikes along
condor-dotted Colca Canyon. You can trek in the
Andes, too, or visit ancient markets in the Sacred
Valley of the Incas. Phew. Machu where?

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Walkers, adventurers, wildlife
lovers and the well-travelled,
looking to be wowed again!
Think About:
Don’t rush through Lima. It is
worth an extra day or so for
the great museums, galleries
and excellent cuisine.
When to go:
Ideally May to October
Cost:
From £2,950 per person for a
14 day tailormade journey,
including flights and some guiding.
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Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

Why visit one Caribbean
Island, when you could
visit two? We’re suggesting
a trip that pairs up
St Kitts and Antigua in
one holiday. Try luxury
farm living on stunning
St Kitts, followed by a
week on Antigua where
365 beaches await
exploration. Both
islands have direct flights
and rum on tap…
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With so much to do on both islands our two hotels are deliberately
picked for locations which allow you to make the most of
the islands, and really get to know their character. We suggest
a ten-night trip for total relaxation, but it’s wholly up to you.

St Kitts - Belle Mont Farm
3 NIGHTS

Complete relaxation with
the wow factor – that’s the
promise at Belle Mont Farm,
set in the island’s northwest.
Life here is epitomised by sea
views and individual cottages with
private pools; and by the way those
same haven-like cottages can be
transformed into cinemas each night
courtesy of pull-down screens and
the latest films. Main restaurant The
Great House utilises produce from
the titular, sustainable farm, while

Farm Table Dinners are open-air,
organic meals prepared by chefs
in front of a communal table.
You’ve also got access to an adjacent,
Ian Woosnam-designed champion
golf course, beach and beach bar,
plus repeatedly great views. But
do try and leave: St Kitts has sights
galore, headed by a a 17th-century
British fort atop Brimstone Hill, and
there’s lots of watersports and easy
hiking in old plantation hills.
We also recommend driving along
the coast to busy capital Basseterre,

one of the Caribbean’s oldest towns,
and perhaps watching a game of
cricket at Warner Park. Look out for
The Circus, modelled on our own
Piccadilly Circus but with an added
clocktower, then join locals ‘liming’
– essentially doing nothing – on the
grass of Independence Square.

Immerse yourself for
three days, and then
move on to somewhere
completely different...

Antigua - Hodges Bay
7 NIGHTS

Much of Antigua is about the bighitting sights that wow you at every
turn. Sprawling forts, with cannons
still intact, guard the island and the
harbour, today filled with mega
yachts and tall sailing boats. The
harbour is also an atmospheric
UNESCO protected naval dockyard.
The island is edged with an astounding
365 beaches, yes one for every day
of the year, and the lush interior is
hiking and zip-lining paradise. But
with the warm breeze that rustles
through the palm trees, Caribbean
colours catch your eye and suddenly
there’s time for a drink at rum shack
or hammock-time on the beach.

Beside one sandy stretch sits our
accommodation pick. When it
debuted late last year, Hodges Bay
became the first new luxury hotel
to open on Antigua in a long while,
generating much excitement. The
novelty doesn’t stop here: touches
like colourful cushions and pale-wood
grilles deliver a contemporary, chic
aesthetic pairing Caribbean flair with
clean Scandi minimalism. There’s
also an unusually strong emphasis
on wellness via the four-room spa.
Choice is another theme. Guests can
decide between a range of rooms,
suites, apartments or villas of various

sizes. A tapas lounge and its jazzy
cocktails stand out among the three
restaurants, and one of two swimming
pools is sedately reserved for adults.
No screaming there, nor at the
scattering of beautiful cabanas which
can be hired for romantic day-use.
The resort’s northeastern position
puts guests near to Antigua’s
best restaurants and golf courses.
And indeed to Shirley Heights – a
must-visit restored military lookout
offering harbour views, hiking trails
and a bar-restaurant. Sunday’s
are the best day to visit as a steel
band plays from mid-afternoon.

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Relaxed Caribbean vibe,
welcoming locals, great food
and picture-perfect views.
Think about:
Spending Sundays at Shirley
Heights in Antigua – the sunset
& BBQ is legendary. For a culture
fix visit Brimstone Hill Fortress
National Park, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site of historical,
cultural and architectural
significance located on St Kitts.
When to go:
November – April is the best
time although for lower prices
consider May – June.
Cost:
From £3,700 per person for
a 10 night trip including 3
nights at Belle Mont Farm,
7 nights at Hodges Bay and
all flights and transfers.
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This Spanish fly-drive,
travelling from the Basque
to Valencia, had such
good feedback last year
that we felt everyone
ought to know about it.
To see the many sides of
this cultural, gastronomic
and naturally beautiful
country, take our
revealing road trip
through Secret Spain.
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ORDESA &
MONTE PERDIDO
N AT I O N A L PA R K
From Olite, a three or four-hour drive
will get you to the Pyrenees, and
to the remote Parador de Bielsa.
Set afoot Monte Perdido, this is
a relatively simple hotel, but such
rusticity adequately compensated
by the sensational location. Spend
three days enjoying numerous
day-hikes, perhaps including the
challenging Balcon de Pineta round
trip, passing grasslands, groves,
lakes and the rushing Cinca River.

The Parador can
provide picnics, and
will have ice-cold
beers and hearty,
home-cooked fare
awaiting your return.

M ATA R R A Ñ A

VA L E N C I A

Four more hours gets you to La Torre
del Visco, a scenic, English-owned
luxury country hotel (and adjacent
farm) located in the small, secret region
of Matarraña – AKA ‘Spain’s Tuscany’.

Round things off with a couple of
days in an underrated, hugely fun city.
As well as unique architecture both old
and new – look out for the futuristic
City of Arts & Sciences complex –
and sandy beaches, Valencia boasts
a bizarre site: the dried-up Rio Turla.

The local temptations include pretty
limestone hilltowns, prehistoric
settlements, Civil War ruins, cave
paintings, bicycle greenways along
ex-railways, swimmable river pools,
waterfalls and gentle, gorge-climbing
trails – up which we can arrange
guided hikes. There’s even a vulture
sanctuary, while La Torre’s food,
especially at breakfast, is delectable.

After repeated floods, Valencia
diverted its watercourse and converted
the riverbed and bridges into six
miles of parkland. You’ll eat well,
too: this the home of paella, and
nowhere in Spain does it better.

“Everywhere we went was quite different. Beautiful
coast in San Sebastián; the vineyard plains; towering
Pyrenees; the limestone of Matarrana; and the
sophisticated city. A terrific combination”
SIMON & LYNN DODDS

With an ideal mix of hiking and good food this two-week affair
takes in cultural Bilbao and culinary San Sabastian, the Rioja winemaking region, a remote Pyrenean parador and off the radar
Marranrrana before finishing in sophisticated Valencia.
BILBAO & SAN SEBASTIÁN

RIOJA REGION

Fly to Bilbao, a cultural powerhouse whose offerings
are headlined by Frank Gehry’s iconic Guggenheim
Museum, twice the size of its New York counterpart.

From Bilbao, head south into the Rioja for two
days exploring the terraced plains and towns which
make up Spain’s best-known wine region.

On your second day, pick up a hire car and drive
about an hour along the coast to San Sebastián
for pintxos (Basque tapas) crawls in old-town
bars and Michelin starred restaurants.

Aside from the stellar wine-tasting there are numerous
other sights to explore: a Roman cathedral in Calahorra,
Olite’s imposing medieval castle, mazy lanes in
enchanting Santo Domingo de la Calzada, where
the Spanish language was founded, and Marques de
Riscal – a bodega that was also designed by Gehry.

Further on are quaint, pastel-pretty fishing villages like
Getaria, where grilled fresh fish is cooked on wood
fired barbeques, and we can also arrange guided
tours of the area’s traditional Sideria (cider houses).
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Contact our team of specialists: +44 (0)20 7359 3938 or visit us online: www.realholidays.co.uk

THE LOWDOWN
Best for:
Road trips, food and wine, history,
active adventures.
Think about:
Including guided tours in San
Sebastian. We have access to
experts who will introduce you to
unique experiences and secure
that all important reservation at 3
Michelin starred Arzak.
When to go:
During the summer but consider
July or September for optimum
walking conditions in the Pyrenees.
Cost:
From £2550 per person for a
14 night fly-drive including
flights and car hire.
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Meet the team
Travelling with Real Holidays means a personal experience
between you and us. But it also means an opportunity to
use our wide-ranging expertise to get genuine first-hand
recommendations, in a way that you just can’t from the
internet. Holidays are all about these authentic moments,
which we can create especially for you.

Our time not yours

Experience matters

We create your holiday from scratch. Once we’ve worked
out the bones of your itinerary, we spend countless hours
fleshing it out to suit your specifics. Whether it’s a fly-drive,
beach break or cultural tour we’ll suggest places to stay,
restaurants and activities, with plenty of lesser-known travel
tips in between. And as we have no bias to any particular
destination or hotel, we’re free to make choices based on you.

We’re a very well-travelled team – for business
and pleasure, and when we’re not actually travelling,
we love to talk all things travel or catch up with the
latest news from our contacts on the ground.
Between us, there’s not much we don’t know.
We don’t sugar-coat our words either –
we’ll give you the real lowdown.

All about you

In safe hands

To plan truly unique, bespoke and flexible holidays,
we get to know you. It’s a relationship that keeps
giving – the more we know, the better your holiday.
And we love a holiday debrief, so don’t forget
to report back from your amazing travels!

When you book with us, we will support you all the
way through. You can have as much or as little help
and advice as you want. But it’s important that you
know we’re here, because occasionally travel plans go
awry. That’s when we take over and make it right.

Our small well-travelled team have a wide range of skills and experience, each member has their own areas
of specialism. We very much believe in working as a team to share our knowledge of hotels, local guides
and experiences and it is not unusual to have the entire team discussing ideas for your holiday.
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